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DETECTION OF UNKNOWN MURDER
Sonkhed Police Station.
01 january 2018

Information to pc 856 karamunge one dead body floating in Godavari
River at penur.police constable 856 karamunge called to asst.police inspector
Kakade and said above matter .Api kakade and staff reach to incident spot quikly . Api kakade seen one
body floating on water but not confirm is it lady or man.penur village police patil called some people for
help to remove body from river. Finaly after 2 hours late period body removed from water.Apikakade and
staff observed body conditionit found that this body was one of unknown lady and decomposedface also
decomposed body hence its difficult to identify. Body of this lady tied to coment pole weighing about 50 to
60 kg with thick rope.after that Api kakade gives detail information to shri SP Meena sir, Add.sp shri
Mangesh shinde sir and ASP shri yadav sir also called to forensic mobile van, dog squad, finger print
photographer.after all observation no one found in chudav police station in parbhani district. The two
doubtfull person brout for investigation and show them body of this ladies after two day detail
investigation this doubtfull person said that one woman not seen since 8 days the name is varsha
suryawnshi.she is married and bad in character stay at father homes since 9 month away from his
husband. But since 8 to 9 days varsha not seen in village. After that Api kakade and team goes to chudav
police station and get the detail information about varsha suryawanshi.she lives at sonkhed pandhari
under chudav police station. Chudav police station constable HC pawar gives important information
regarding varsha father gangadhar suryawanshi. He is driver and have its own tempo. HC pawar gives
information that varsha have bad character in village so that father and his family tiered to his character
also give information that in 1996 varshas father gangadhar was killed to his mother due to his bad
character. All this curmtances API kakade call one his mobile to ask for varsha location and replied
varsha goes to puna since last 8 days and he put up the phone and swiched off his phone. API kakade
called to HC pawar chudav police station and ask about gangadhar location but gangadhar not pick up
phone of HC pawar .after all gangadhar ready to accept the he killed to varsha with two person and finely
arrest to gangadhar and his couligs. After introagation gangadhar his couligs gajanan said that varsha
was bad in character and due to this my name and family character going to bad in village and in
relatives. On date 24.12.2017 at 08.30 pm. Gangadhar convay to varsha stay with his mavsi and I leave
to loha bus stand. Finelly varsha has ready to go puna. Gangadhar was planning varsha murder since 8
month. Gangadhar put up cement pole and rope in his tempo and travelling to loha with gajanan and
bhagwan accused. They reached to near penure breedze and stop the tempo gangadhar varsha and
gajanan seat to fromt gangadhar kill varsha in tempo and tied to cement pole with the help of this two
accused and drop in Godavari river. In this case two accused, tempo, cement pole rope recovered. This
detection done under guidance of , add .sp shri Mangesh shinde sir and ASP shri yadav sir. Team API
kakade HC 1624 godbole, npc 2483 sakhare and chudav police station HC pawar do job successfully.

